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This whitepaper will talk about the challenges faced by the 

AV industry, and how AV equipment rental software features 

can help you overcome them. We will also outline some 

common AV workflows used by EZRentOut Customers to 

optimize renting and sub-renting of equipment.
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ABSTRACT



The Audiovisual Industry: An Overview
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The Audiovisual (AV) industry has consistently grown over the past two years, with increased demand 

for technology solutions to help freelancers and companies alike, in communicating and 

collaborating better. Globally, the AV sector is expected to grow from $186 billion in 2018 to $230 

billion by 2023, making it an industry with ever growing equipment rental needs.

The Complexity of Audiovisual Equipment

Technological advancements and AV have always gone hand in hand, with creative innovations such 

as sleek computers and projectors quickly replacing obsolete products such as VCR machines and 

floppy disks. Some of the main categories of equipment being used by AV rental companies and 

educational institutes are listed below:

1. Photography Gear

This type of equipment serves almost all photography studios and freelance photographers. It 

includes a variety of cameras, lenses and filters, tripods and lighting equipment. These items may be 

rented out individually, making it hard to track where they have been and when they require 

maintenance. For this reason, they must be assigned unique Asset tags for easy identification.

2. Video Projectors and Screens

These include different types of video projectors, such as LCD, DLP (Digital Light Processing) or laser 

projectors, all of which are widely used in almost every sector. The video screens also have many 

varieties based on the size and format required. For companies with large Inventory of video 

projectors and screens, tracking large number of Assets is difficult and bleeds into many losses.

3. Media Equipment for Universities

Universities typically own different media equipment such as digital and video cameras, on-camera 

flash, camera stabilizers and microphones, used for projects and to be loaned out to students. 

However, it’s hard for universities to control Asset allocation for different projects and, as a result, 

make those Assets unavailable for students looking to rent them.

With so many universities loaning out media equipment to students and benefiting through the 

production of more creative and accomplished output, it comes as no surprise that the media and 

entertainment industry stands at a staggering $735 billion.

https://www.avixa.org/about-avixa/who-we-are/press-room/2018/09/04/global-pro-av-industry-to-grow-to-$230-billion-by-2023-according-to-new-forecasts-by-avixa
https://www.avixa.org/about-avixa/who-we-are/press-room/2018/09/04/global-pro-av-industry-to-grow-to-$230-billion-by-2023-according-to-new-forecasts-by-avixa
https://www.selectusa.gov/media-entertainment-industry-united-states


Given the large amount of AV equipment that is rented out, it naturally follows that tracking such 

huge amounts of Assets is a complicated process that does not come cheap. Here are some 

equipment rental challenges that the  AV industry has to contend with in today’s age:

Booking Conflicts

Conflicts are bound to arise when there are so many Customers looking to book the same AV 

equipment. If conflicts aren’t resolved in a timely manner, it leads to customer dissatisfaction. 

Effective equipment rental management can help solve such issues by scheduling Orders in advance 

so no booking conflicts arise at the exact moment, enabling Customers to reserve Orders beforehand 

or adding Orders onto a calendar to keep track of.

Inability to Track Location

A major issue with AV equipment renting is that the rented out Assets cannot be tracked anymore 

once they leave the system, making it difficult to track their flow and ensure that they’re in the right 

location. An easy solution to this would be to track equipment individually and in batches through 

the help of a GPS tracking system, and also be able to visualize the equipment locations on an 

interactive map.

Equipment Maintenance

Without proper maintenance, AV equipment becomes less productive. Focusing on preventive 

maintenance instead of maintenance done only when any equipment breaks down can help 

companies save 12-18%. However, most companies fail to schedule maintenance in a timely manner, 

thereby costing the company. To ensure that the equipment continues to run smoothly , preventive 

maintenance needs to be scheduled regularly with automatic reminders set in place.

Theft and Loss of Equipment

AV rental equipment can easily be stolen, misplaced or lost, since it is difficult to keep track of such 

huge amounts of various Inventory types. Repeated losses make it hard for companies to function 

properly given their limited budgets. Even when equipment is returned back after the end of a rental 

period, it is often misplaced and not returned to its original position, making it hard to find and track 

when needed.

Equipment Rental Challenges in the Audiovisual 
Industry
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https://blog.capterra.com/the-top-maintenance-statistics-you-should-know-for-2017/


With an expected compound annual growth of 4.3 percent from 2018 to 2023, the AV industry has 

been continuously growing in the past years. This is because AV equipment is essentially required 

everywhere, and it is more convenient for companies to simply rent the equipment rather than buy it 

themselves. However, this means more work for the AV rental companies and more Inventory to 

track, maintain and control, among other challenges, especially if all this is to be done manually.

Therefore, the AV industry is now ready for the introduction of automated AV equipment rentals to 

help decrease such challenges. Manual equipment rentals are not only inefficient but are also more 

time consuming, coupled with increased chances of human errors. An automated system in place 

could help save time and provide smarter control, all from a centralized platform. Removal of 

inefficiencies would also lower the costs and help meet Customer Orders at a quicker pace with 

decreased risk of errors.

EZRentOut is an AV equipment rental platform tailored to the needs of the AV sector. It enables AV 

rental companies to track, control, and report on their equipment and Inventory with ease. This 

results in  greater ease of dealing with fast-paced and frequently placed Orders, more accuracy in the 

Orders carried out, and easier scheduling of preventive maintenance for required equipment. It also 

serves as an excellent example of how an automation platform can help improve the performance of 

many AV rental companies easily and effectively.
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Automating Audiovisual Equipment Rentals

Three-quarters of the AV industry is expected to grow 

by at least 5%.

https://www.avixa.org/about-avixa/who-we-are/press-room/2018/09/04/global-pro-av-industry-to-grow-to-$230-billion-by-2023-according-to-new-forecasts-by-avixa
https://www.commercialintegrator.com/business_resources/research/state-of-the-industry-av-2019/
https://www.commercialintegrator.com/business_resources/research/state-of-the-industry-av-2019/


EZRentOut Features for Audiovisual Industry 
Workflows
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For more features, click here.

Availability Calendar

Check availability of your rental fleet 

conveniently by looking at what is present and 

in what quantity, filtered by groups and 

location.

Order Tracking

Track the complete life cycle of any Order at 

any point in time, from it being drafted, booked 

and rented out to finally being returned.

Late Fee Add On

Charge late return fee either on a flat, hourly or 

daily rate basis if items are returned after the 

specified return date.

Location Management

Allows for realistic creation and tracking of 

multiple sublocations to be nested under one 

main location.

EZR Mobile App

The iOS/Android operated mobile app allows to 

easily check-in/out items by scanning item 

labels using the smartphone’s camera.

Customized Reports

Create reports fitting to your particular 

requirements, such as an Assets Overdue 

report to see which equipment has not been 

returned past their due date yet.

Barcodes and QR Codes

Easily scan items using their Barcodes and QR 

Codes to track their geo-locations, starting 

from their procurement to their disposal.

Simplified Rent Outs and Returns

Renting made easy with quick returns and 

rent outs. Add items to your Order by 

scanning labels using the mobile app to rent 

out.

Easy Order Cancellation

A Customer changed their mind? They can 

cancel an Order easily with the Order 

Cancellation button on the Web Order page.

Services and Maintenance

Schedule recurring maintenance of your 

equipment in advance. Use the Service 

Module to study the associated maintenance 

costs of equipment over time.

https://www.ezrentout.com/features


Here’s an example of the Rent-to-Own Workflow used by some of our Customers. This could be 

useful if you have to transfer ownership of equipment after, let’s say, 24 continuous monthly 

subscription fees are paid. As an example, we reference below a photo gear and studio space 

rental company using our software. This is how they would use EZRentOut:

1. Customers pick a Bundle on the company’s Webstore, ranging from the basic to the fully 

customized one.

2. A Web Order is placed via the Webstore for the required Bundle, consisting of various items 

such as a camera, tripod etc.

3. The Web Order is confirmed and booked by the Administrator, and rented out on the expected 

Rent Out date.

4. Company wanting to bill its Customers monthly create Recurrence Orders with monthly billing 

durations. A bill may include shipping cost added to monthly membership fee.

5. Customers are allowed unlimited item swaps in a rented out Order.

6. Maintenance fee is charged as "Damages" when items to be swapped are returned.

7. Order is marked as sold when the Bundle’s ownership is transferred to the Customer after 

complete payment of recurring orders.

With this, management of recurring Orders is made easy by charging Customers for multiple 

billing cycles and sending them monthly payment alerts.

Rent-to-Own Workflow
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Sub-Renting Workflow

Here’s an example of the Sub-Renting Workflow used by some of our Customers. This could be 

useful if you’re running short of Inventory so you opt to sub-rent to cater to your Customers. 

As an example, we reference below a video wall rental company that provides numerous types of 

LED screens. This is how they would use EZRentOut:

Items, e.g. LED screens and supplementary power supplies are added into the system.

Orders are placed by Customers via phone calls.

The Administrator drafts an Order of the purchased/sub-rented items.

Custom fields are added for Assigned Technician, Setup and Take-Down dates to track setup, 

installation and take-down by the concerned technician.

The Order is rented out on the expected Rent Out date.

The Order is marked complete when all items are returned by the technician and payment is 

made by the client.

This kind of workflow helps AV rental companies meet the requirements of their Customers in 

a timely manner. This enables them to run smoothly without having their work functions disrupted 

due to Inventory storage limitations.   
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Here’s an example of the Late Fee Add On Workflow used by some of our Customers. This could be 

useful if you need to rent out media equipment to students for free, charging only for late 

returns. As an example, we reference below a university that rents out a large number of 

Inventory for use in various media projects and activities. This is how they would use EZRentOut:

1. Items like media equipment are added into the system.

2. Customers place their Orders on the Webstore.

3. Items in an Order can be swapped based on the student's requests.

4. Order is marked complete when all the items in an Order are returned.

5. Late Fee is charged if the items are returned after the previously specified Return date. The fee 

can be charged on either a flat, hourly or daily rate basis.

As you can see, this kind of workflow helps universities ensure timely return of their 

equipment. In addition, it also simplifies the process of charging a late fee since the automated 

process saves the university much time.

Late Fee Add On Workflow
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The Value Added by EZRentOut
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• Simplify Recurring Orders

Manage Recurring Orders easily by charging Customers for multiple billing cycles if required. 

Customers will be reminded of the recurring payments by sending them monthly payment alerts. 

Duration of the recurring payments can be specified as required.

• Custom Fields

Custom fields can be created to better categorize and organize information as required by 

different company types. For example, a Custom Field can be added to mention the weight of 

items that are added to the system. This allows adding of additional information as single line 

text, paragraph text, dropdown and number field.

• Sub-Renting Ad-Hoc Items

Allows for easy management of ad-hoc items. Items that are not purchased and owned by the 

company but instead are rented from third-party vendors to cater to end-consumers, can be 

managed without the need to add them in your system and track them.

• LDAP Integration

Instead of having to make new credentials to log into the system, the LDAP integration enables 

users within a company to log into the system with their company login credentials. You can do 

this by enabling your Active Directory information to be synced with EZRentOut.

Using relevant technology to automate workflows 

can help cut operating costs up to 90%.

https://www.smartsheet.com/understanding-evolution-and-importance-business-process-automation


The Audiovisual industry is fast-paced and constantly growing year after year. New technological 

creations bring with them many new growth opportunities for every industry, especially the AV 

industry. This explains the increased growth within the AV sector as well. However, with growth also 

comes the challenge of tracking and managing AV rental equipment. In order to efficiently deal with 

the large volume and variety of rental Inventory of AV companies, a reliable rental management 

solution is required that can automate workflows and eliminate errors. EZRentOut provides all the 

important features required by the AV sector to lower costs and remove inefficiencies. This helps AV 

rental companies save time, money, and resources, enabling them to work smoother and better.

If you want to learn more about how EZRentOut can help your business execute best practices for 

rental equipment tracking, go to the next page for more details.
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EZRentOut: An equipment rental solution 
with best practices built right in
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About EZRentOut

Get started with Rental Equipment Tracking today.
Try out our free 15 day trial – no credit card required!

Start your free trial

info@ezrentout.com

www.ezrentout.com

We launched EZRentOut in 2014 to help equipment rental businesses automate their workflows and 

benefit from lower costs and an improved ROI. With the help of thousands of our Customers, we’ve 

constantly improved and developed the ideal cloud-based rental solution to make rental equipment 

tracking and managing easier for all. Having replaced unnecessary manual work with automated 

functions, EZRentOut provides companies with more time to focus on their core competencies. Now, 

having served companies in almost every industry – from audiovisual and construction to education 

and sports to healthcare and non profits – we are ready to help you!

https://www.ezrentout.com/users/sign_up?industry=av-dvd-rental-software
https://www.ezrentout.com/users/sign_up?industry=av-dvd-rental-software
mailto:info@ezrentout.com
https://www.ezrentout.com/

